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they'd rather be playing golf
and swapping jokes about our feet.

I AM
Joseph
A TH-generation
Campbell, practiced
doctor. My
in grandfather,
rural Nebraska
Dr.

around the tu of the centu. My father, Dr. Darell

(James Tate, On the Subject of Doctors from Viper Jazz (g 1976

by James Tate, Wesleyan University Press, by permssion of

A. Campbell, practiced general surgery in a solo practice in Ann Arbor for over 30 years. As you have heard
I am also a general surgeon. Our family's interest in

University Press of New England.)

It is not my contention that doctors are no longer
kind or carng. I know ths is not the case. But it is my
contention that the patient tyicaly feels that there is

medicine has spaned thee generations. It is interesting to me to consider the

practice of medicine at both

ends of ths spectr. My grandfather practiced dur-

somethng missing in the encounter with the doctor.

ing a time when doctors were revered, in alost Godlike fashion, for their effort. Sir Luke Fildes put into
ar what the general population felt in the painting
entitled "The Doctor." The doctor cared, the doctor

But what is it? What does the patient realy want?
Anatole Broyard, the late editor and reviewer for the
New York Times, gave us insight when he wrote a

classic essay entitled, "Doctor, ta to me.,,3 He de-

worred, the doctor comforted. Yet in trth, he could
do litte to alter the course of disease. I practice in an

scribed featues of the ideal doctor. "I wouldn't demand a lot of my doctor's time; I just wish he would

age in which anals are cloned, multiorgan transplants are commonplace and gene .therapy is a realty.

brood on my situation for perhaps 5 miutes, that he

And yet modem-day doctors are viewed dierently.

like to thnk of hi as going though my character, as

The doctor-patient relationship has become impersonal and in some cases adversaral. There has been an

he goes though my. flesh, to get at my iless, for each

would give me back his whole mid just once. I would

man is il in his own way." And, "To most physicians,

erosion of trst. What accounts for ths remarkable

my iless is a routie incident in their rounds, whie

reversal? Ths is no smal question, since the doctorpatient relationship is the foundation . on which the
practice of medicine is built.

for me it's the crisis of my lie. I would feel better if
I had a doctor who at leat perceived ths incongrty."
Broyard speak of the modem-day imbalance between

Today we hea that 65 per cent of patients are

science and ar. "Since technology deprives me of the

dissatisfied with their doctor. lIn 1990, it was report
, that 26 per cent of patients respècted their physicians

intiacy of my iless, maes it not mie but some-

less than they did one decadeearlier.2 Fif per cent of

patients reported that they felt their doctors cared less

about the patient than previously. James Tate, the
American poet, wrote,

thg that belongs to science, I wish my doctor could

somehow restore it to me, and make it personal agai.

It would be more satisfying to me; it would alow me

to feel I 'owned' my iless, if my urologist were to
say: "You know, you've beat the hell out of ths
prostate of your; It looks lie a worn-out basebal."

. I lie to see doctors caugh.

The patient wants human contact, but the physician

What kid of human being

fids it increasingly hard to deliver, and defaults to a

would grab al your money
just when you're down?
I'm not sayig they enjoy ths:
"Sorr, Mr. Rodrguez, that's it,

more techncal orientation. Why is ths? Clearly, there

are many potential explanations. Concerns about malpractice, the intrsion of the HMO, the theat of physical har, economic factors al could play a par. But

no hope! You might 'as well

among the may potential explanations, I am going to

hand me ypur walet." Hell no,

focus on one. My contention is that physician stress
interferes with the "humanation" of the relationship
to a degree that is generaly underappreciated. To

Prente at the Midwest Surgical Assocation meetig, Macki-

nac Islad, Michigan Augut 16-18, 1998.

understad my point, it is helpfu to th about the
qualties that make the ideal doctor, and to divide them

Address correspondence and reprit reuests to Darell A.
Capbell Jr., M.D., 2920 Taubman Center, Box 0331, Depar-

ment of Surgery, University of Michigan Heath System, 1500

into two sets. In the fit set (set A) are varous
"competency" requiements, which include knowl~

Eat Medcal Center Drve, An Aror, MI 48109.

edge, techncal proficiency, a strong work ethc, eff-
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ciency, organizational skills, and confidence. In set B
are more intagible, but still importt, "humanistic"
qualities, which include integrty, empathy, a sense of
humor, and compassion. It is possible to deliver excellent medical care to the patient by demonstrating
only those qualities in set A, but as was described in
previous paragraphs, patients seem to want more, to
see set A intersect with set B before realzing the ideaL.

It needs no emphasis to say that those physicians with
only set B qualties do not practice good medicine no
matter how popular they might be. Why patients need
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cine. Over the 30-year period of evaluation, physicians
were found more likely than controls to use drgs and

alcohol, to obtai psychotherapy, and to have troubled
marages. Interestingly these findings could be related

to scores obtained from extensive childhood and adolescent adjustment evaluations; the physician group
had a larger percentage of individuals with low scores,

indicating a troubled childhood. These individuals
seemed parcularly prone to stress-related disorders.

But who could deny that the pressures of modem
practice produce intolerable levels of stress in even the

a doctor whose sets intersect is intutive; life is pre- most well adapted? The unrealstic expectations of
carous, we cling to it, the technological aspects of patients, the changing insurance environment, the malmedicine overwhelm us, and we need a guide though
the maze. Pointing the patient in the right diection is

practice crisis, and the ever-present pressure to see yet
another patient (and in 10 minutes or less), pressure of

not sufcient.

peer review-all these factors have an effect on the

Most physicians have qualities in both set A and set
B, and I believe the majority are able to function with
both sets fully operative. There is an increasing percentage, however, who function using only qualties in
set A,. using the default, or competency qualities, and
ths observation accounts for the deterioratig report

card we have received over the past few decades.

physician.

Regardless of the root cause, the maladaptation to
stress is an importt feature of medical practice.

Suicide and alcoholism are obvious manestations,
but stress may afect physicians in more invidious
fashion as welL. Recent interest has centered on a
syndrome of work-related distress referred to as "bur-

a patient requies a healthy physician, one who has

out." Burout, as defined in the psychological literature, consists of thee related components. These are

energy and interest. Energy and interest diected to-

emotional exhaustion, depersonalation, and low pro-

Inteijectig qualties of set B into the relationship with

ductivity accompaned by feeligs of low achievelevel of stress rises above a cert point. The physi- ment. The depersonalzation component refers to the
cian stress level has risen signcantly over the past treatment of patients'as if they were objects. Maslach.
ward the patient dissipates rapidly when the physician

year.

has published extensively about ths subject over the

. The point beyond which stress interferes with a past 20 years and has described the Maslach Burout
doctor's abilty to provide a "human" qualty to a Inventory.s Ths is a relatively simple questionnaie
patient relationship diers from individual to individ- that asks the respondent to agree or not with stateual and depends criticaly upon the indîvidual's abilty

to adapt or cope. The neurosurgeon dissecting an aneursm may feel less stress than the high school student on the fist day of a new job, depending. on ths'

ments such as "I have' become less lnter~sted in my
work since I stad ths job," ''I just want to do my job
become more genand notbe bothered," and ''I have

eral about whether my work contrbutesanytg."g A
high level of burout is characteried by high scores in

abilty. Ths being acknowledged, it does seem clear,
however, that stress-related disorders are more commonplace in medicine than in other disciplies. Suicide, for example, is twice as common among physi-

scores in Personal Accomplishment. A low level of
burout is the converse. Using the Burout Inventory

cians as nonphysicians,4 and the incidence of drg

Ramez et al.9 noted that 38 per cent of 393 British

abuse, alcoholism, and marta problems are higher in
the physician groups as weii.5-7 Whether these observations result from an inerent level of stress in medical practice that is beyond the abilty of the average
person to cope, or whether physicians are more vunerable to stress than other groups is unclear.
There is some suggestion that physician vuerabil-

ity contrbutes to the high incidence of stress-related

Emotional Exhaustion and Depersonalation and low

clical oncologists experienced high emotional ex-

haustion, 31 per cent had high depersonaltion, and
38 per cent had low levels of personal accomplish-

ment. Ths was not a fidig speifc for oncologists

but was generaly comparable with simar studies
involving American doctors and nures,7 Nort American famy practitioners,IO and inectious diseae practitioners.II Interestigly, those doctors who felt poorly

disorders in physicians. Valant et al., in a classic and . traied in communcation skis had higher levels of

controlled study, prospectively studied 268

burout than those who felt well traied in interper-

college sophomores over a 30-year period.6 Fortseven men who ultiately became physicians were

fid it hard to believe that one-thd of the doctors in

compared with 79 controls who did not enter medi-

my grdfather's era would have felt ths level of

beautiy

sonal communcation. It is of coure unprovable, but I
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disaffection with work. Maslach has put together a
schematic, involving the concept of burout which

have set for the ideal resident encourages traits that
wil make it difcult in future years to cope with the

seems to apply to modem medicine.8 Varous de-

stress that is inevitable in a surgical practice. Foremost
among these traits is self-sacrifice. The best residents
do their work, don't complai,
and ask for more. Ask

mands, which include work overload and personal
confct, stress the physician. Likewise, frstration

stemmg from lack of varous resources such as social support and coping mechansms contrbute to
burnout. The result is first exhaustion and then cynicism, which leads to dimiished accomplishment and
effcacy. The costs are tuover, absenteeism, and
iless, which includes substace abuse. Apphysical

ropos of ths discussion, an important cost is a deterioration of the doctor-patient relationship.

any surgical resident the number of hours in a week.

Ths is not a number that the lay population has at the
tip of the tongue, but the resident knows the answer
without hesitation: l69. There is a reason for ths.

The difculty of the surgical residency has reached

amazing proportons, and it precludes the development
of any kid of personal balance that could be of benefit
in future practice. Zelenock et al. examed surgical

Surgeons have been studied specificaly for man-

house offcer clical activity over a 10-year interval.13

festations of stress. Green et al. surveyed 1000 mem-

During ths interval the number of surgical house

bers of the Association of Surgeons of Great Brita
and Ireland with regard to the incidence of coronartye A behavior was

offcers at the University of Michigan remained constant, but the number of surgical procedures per year
trpled, the number of faculty increased by 50 per cent,
the acuity of care measured by case mi index dou-

simlar to that in other nonmedical but professional

bled, and the number of surgical intensive care unit

groups. Using the Crown-Crisp experiential index, the
investigators evaluated six areas of menta health,
which included free-floatig anety, phobic anety,

beds increased 125 per cent. The average number of
hours worked per week was 111 at the conclusion of
the study. As is obvious, ths level of work effort

obsessionalty, somatic anety, depression, and hys-

leaves no time for anytg but surgery. Many cate-

prone type A

behavior and general mental health.

Interestigly, the incidence of

12

terical anety. In what might tend to support the gorical surgical residents faced with ths workload
stereotye of the tyical surgeon, surgeons showed a

decide to leave general surgery. Aufses et al.14 recently

signcantly higher incidence of free-:floatig anety

reportd a 22 per cent atttion rate of general surgery

and hysterical anety than the general population.

house offcers between 1982 and 1995 at Mt. Sinai

IndiViduals with hysterical anety crave love and

Medical Center. Major reasons for leaving the program related to "liestyle" issues in genera surgery as

attention and lie to overdramatize situations. Does

anyone doubt the valdity of these-data?
These data document that stress-related disorders

opposed to otherspeciales. More house offcers

switched to radiology than any other ara; The 22 per

are prevalent in medcal practice. Specifcaly, the cent atttion rate descrbed seems signcantly higher
inormation

regardig high levels of emotional ex-

haustion and depersonalation noted among physi-

cians support the arguent that stress afects the
can
listen
intently and demonstrate humor and compassion whie

doctor-patient relationship adversely. Who .

feelig emotionaly exhausted? It isn't possible. Ths
brigs up my second contention, which is that physicians don't generaly recogn ths as an issue, and

consequently have done litte to address it. Modem
technques of stress management are avaiable and
effective and yet for the most par have been underutied by physicians.
We care for others and not
-ourselves. We have bcim referred to as "wounded
healers." And yet only the healthy physician can reli-

ably mi competency and humansm.
It is not appropriate to identi a problem without
proposing a solution. In my mid, the solution lies not
so much in curently practicing physicians, but in
resident trees, the futue surgeons. The tyical sur-

gical residency sews the seeds for futue burout, and
worse, by paying no attention to physician self-care.
Quite the contrar, the model we as surgical educators

than the 7.4 per cent reported from a famy practice
is and the 1 per cent reported from the Council on Resident Education in Obstetrcs and Gynecolresidency

ogy.16

Residents who complete surgical traig program
frequently express feeligs .of cyncism,' anger, and
depression. Over a 5-to-6 yea period, trees lear to

suppress needs that are crucial to menta health and

that include exercise, sleep, receation, and famy
support. Upon completion of residency, the new surgeon, the youngest member of a surgical group, con-

tiues the process. But the famy is ignored and the
patient is deprived of the tye of

heathy doctor-patient

relationship that is desired.
The' basic. genera surgery traig' progr the

cornerstone of modem surgical practice, should
change, but in a qualtative rather than quantitative'
fashion. It should not change in a quantitative way
because when it comes to genei' surgery, there is no
substitute for experience. It taes 5 yea and 1000
cases to tu out a good general surgeon, and I don't

see that changig. The clical inormation gaied
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durng residency is imprited deeply somewhere in

resident that was 5Vi pages long. It must have taen 2

our central nervous system, and we refer to it constantly durg the course of a career. But there are
other patterns and habits that we also pick Up durg
the course of our training and that may be as importt
in determng our behavior as experience is in gud-

hours to dictate. I redictated it in 3 miutes, included
the most salent points, and showed it to my junior .
. hours in the hospita by 25 per cent, without adverse

ing clical practice. Ths is where we need to make an

effects on the educational goal. It is the height of

important qualtative change, because some of these

hypocrisy to stress balance and personal fulfent to

colleague. Ths needs to happen more often. These two
strategies alone could easily' reduce the number of

week. .

habits are bad habits. We need to show residents a young person who is workig 16 hours a day 7 days
which character traits are most conducive to a long and
productive surgical career, just as we show them

a

which surgical technques yield. the best outcomes.

The character traits I have in mid center around

stress management. Time-tested, reliable technques
for stress management are avaiable and have been

personal balance and perspective, and they result in a

widely used in the business community, but not in

satisfying professional lie. The character traits we

medicine and certy not in

have encouraged in the past centered wholly on work
ethc and they frequently result in burout. How many

corporation has not used stress management work-

of you remember sneakng out of the hospita at 7 PM
hoping you woUldn't run into the boss in the parkig

The second element of my plan involves traig in

surgery . What major

shops for its senior executives? Our cultue has instead

promoted stoicism and the appearance of equanty.
The surgical residency would. be an ideal venue to

solemn vow never to tell the chief about the boat! And

teach young surgeons what is known about ths subpublished results indicatig that a stress management workshop, conducted
by an experienced psychologist, could result in shortterm improvement in levels of stress and burout. In

the point is doubly made by considerig a classic

ths study medical residents were evaluated before the

lot? I remember once being invited by a senior surgery

resident to sail on his boat in Lake St. Clai, when I
was an intern. I asked if I could brig anythg, and he
responded that the only thg I should brig was a

genie-in-the-botte joke. The surgical team was making morng rounds: the intern, the chief resident, and
the professor. On enterig one patient's room, they
were surrised to see an odd-shaped botte. The intern
couldn't resist rubbing it, and

a genie appeared who

imediately conferred one wish to each of the thee
doctors. Tle intern wished to be in Acapulco, on the
beach, with a daquir in his hand. In a poof of smoke
he was gone. The chief resident wished to

be kissed by

ject. McCue and Sachsl7 have.

workshop using two inventories; the ESS I Stress
Systems Instnment, which measures stress levels in
21 diferent areas, and the Maslach Burout Inventory,
Two weeks later they parcipated
aleady described.
in a 4-hour workshop. The workshop emphasized four

areas. First, personal maagement skis were dis- i
cussed, includig prioritiation, settg goals, and tie '

management. Second, relationship skis were studied;
these included discussions about developing frend-

Prcess Grace, havig just won the Grand Prx of ships, assertveness, and tact. Thd, outlook skis
The
genie then asked the professor what he wished for. He

Monaco. Poof, in a cloud. of smoke he was gone.

thought for a moment and said, "I want

those other

guys back here by noon."

were emphasized,

includig the use of humor and

creativity, and other discussions about perspective:
Finaly, staa skis were discussed, involving ex-

ercise, relaxation, and nutrtion strategies to strengten

thee major points. First, and most importtly, we

resistance and relieve tension. Six weeks later residents were resureyed. Scores for al 21 stress systems

need to change the job description. A surgical resident

improved in the group parcipatig in the semiar,

should lear. surgery but should riot be burdened with

whereas scores improved for only 8 systems of 21 in

tasks not diectly or even Ílidiectly related to the
educational goal. We should force hospitas to hie
suffcient nonphysician sta to provide excellent care

a control group not having parcipated. Scores in the
Maslach Burnout Inventory8 were also higher in the

I have in mid an outle for chaige that involves

parcipatig individuals. These preliar data in a

for patients. As we are al aware, house offcers are a . medcal education settg, and the body of positive
very cheap source of labor. Relieving the house sta experience in the business community, suggest an

of such tasks as schedulig, transport, and blood drawing wil focus the hospita experience on education and

importt role for stress management in the surgical

traig program. Intutively, one workshop does not

allow for oter activities. At the same tie, more seem suffcient; I would propose workshops on a
they are spinnig their wheels, as they often do. I

quarerly basis. The cost of such an endeavor is $25 to
$50 per resident per workshop, which does not seem
prohibitively high. An added benefit of ths strategy is

recently saw a discharge summar dictated by a junior

that it includes a regular, at least yearly, survey of

senior surgeons should make it clear when traiees are
spendig tie in the hospita inappropriately, when
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resident stress levels using well accepted measurement
techniques. This would be of great benefit to program

directors in their regular assessment responsibilties.
Presumably these techniques would lower the 22 per
cent surgical resident atttion rate discussed earlier.
A similar but not identical program should be developed that focuses on the common nonclinical difficulties encountered by surgeons and specifically in
the appropriate responses to these diffculties. Mushin

Campbell
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necessar to give up some of his authority in exchange

for his humanty, but as the old famly doctors knew,
this is not a bad bargain. In learng to tal to his

patients, the doctor may tal hiself back into loving
his work. He has litte to lose and much to gain by
lettng the sick man into his hear. If he does, they can
share, as few others can, the wonder, the terror, and
being on the edge of being, between the
natural and the supernatual."
exaltation of

et aL. 18 discussed a successful program in a medical

residency. Monthly seminars were held regarding such

subjects as "interaction with nurses," "the diffcult
patient," "the diffcult family," "management of medical mistaes," and "physician-physician interaction,"

among others. Importantly, these semin,s should be

directed by faculty selected and admed for matuty,
-judgment, and interpersonal skills. As described by
Mushi et al.,18 "The collective wisdom of past gencommunicated to . . .
erations is often not effectively
residents. They are left to reinvent the wheel, not
always with the best results. As a consequence, a great
deal of stress that can be minimized is introduced with
the training process."

My fmal suggestion for a qualtative change in the
surgical residency involves my, original subject: the
doctor-patient relationship. Surgical residents get
some, but not enough, feedback on ths critical issue.
On discharge from the hospita, or even on an outpa-
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